Meeting Notes
Native Hawaiian Scholarship Subcommittee
Dec 2, 2011, 8:00-11:00 a.m., Spalding 454

1. review NHATF draft report and summary
   --organization of report discussion
   --history of studies done leading to this one
   --student academic journey analysis using 2004-2005 cohort
   --attrition issues
   --vetting process
   --still need: NH faculty/scholars AND scholars doing work pertaining to NH issues;

2. Metrics
   --add: disaggregated data by discipline
   --courses need to be identified
     --deans could be asked to provide list
     --operational definition of course problematic, i.e., NH perspective of course, NH
       focus course, disciplinary elemental perspective
   --prototype of NH data tracking can be exported for use with other underrepresented
     groups

Additional points:

Recommendation: Need to strengthen IR at Manoa